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Did you Dig The Deepcut Dig

Brickwork taking place on Lock 17.
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Canal over the weekend of 8/9 October to
the Deepcut flight of locks on the Basingstoke
’77.
Dig
ut
collectively form the Deepc
ways Recovery Group, and the Surrey and
The Dig was jointly organized by the Water
the Surrey County Council. With many ‘Big
with
ation
Hampshire Canal Society in associ

sional organization utilizing two-way
Digs’ behind them WRG is now a highly profes
advantage. With Digs such
best
the
to
ent
radios and mechanical equipm
sionalism - what do you do with 600
as the Deepcut Dig there has to be profes
how do you feed them, how do you
them,
e
modat
volunteers, where do you accom
problems that had to be sorted out, (answers
transport them? These were just a few of the
of the volunteers to the different jobs to be
skills
the
up
to the previous questions: match
site using the WRVS and at the Camp by
done, billet them in Bisley Camp, feed them on
wing’ a bus).
Bisley to the site by ‘borro
using professional caterers, transport them from

distinguished guests were invited to the site
As part of the Public Relations exercise many
Hampshire Canal Society members.-all
and
where they were briefed by various Surrey
SHCS
ers of WRG and IWA. Frank Jones the
proudly wearing their badges, and memb
rities, the
Autho
Local
two
the
en
betwe
n
eratio
co-op
working Party Organizer detailed the
This was echoed in a speech by John Heap
Job Creation Programme and the volunteers.
rities in other parts of Britain would follow
Autho
(Chairmen, IWA) who hoped that Local
Chairman of Surrey County Council said
the lead given by Surrey and Hampshire. The
and how he saluted the enthusiasm and
done
being
how impressed he was with the work
dedication of the volunteers.
turn, without them there would be no Dig.
And it is to the volunteers that we should
on a
had spent the previous evenings sleeping
Considering the fact that many of them
building by-

they did was fantastic, some were
concrete floor in a freezing hut the work
brickwork, some were shovelling SHI and
ing
replac
and
ing
repair
washes, some were
g for every IWA

should be compulsory viewin
others were clearing dense undergrowth. It
see precisely what has been achieved and what
to
Flight
ut
Deepc
the
along
memberto walk
money.
more
and
can be achieved with more volunteers visiting the Deepcut Flight (for a list of
be
still
will
parties
g
Of course ordinary workin
other sites throughtout Britain still need voldates refer to Branch News), and the many
orth
am Palmer, 4 Wentworth Court, Wentw
(Grah
s
Navvie
to
unteers - a 50p subscription
way
Water
the
with
t
contac
direct
in
you
put
Avenue, Finchley, London N3 1YD), will
Recovery Group.
77 should be given to an ebulliant Mike
Perhaps the last comment about the Deepcut Dig
inviting all and sundry to a party in
seen
was
who
an)
McGrath (Guildford Branch Chairm

Basingstoke- to be held on his boat.

Geoff Terrill

The Work of IWAAC

Council by the Government - the Inland
The cumbersome title bestowed upon this
a handy shorthand version which is
has
Waterways Amenity Advisory Council
ology we would emphasise

to waterway termin
pronounced ““Eye-Wack”. To newcomers
cted body
ttee of the IWA, or is it a loosely conne
that IWAAC is not another sub-commi
crucial
such
of
not
is
title
the
tic Club. However,
such as the Isle of Wight Amateur Athle
importanceas the quality of the advice.
British
tary of State for the Environment and the
IWAAC was formed to advise the Secre
-mile
2,000
’s
Board
the
of
nt
opme
devel
use and
Waterways Board on the recreational
of adding to the cruising
bility
desira
the
to
nce
refere
ic
specif
waterway network with
tional facilities along the network.
waterway system and the provision of recrea
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There are currently twenty Membe:
interests in all fields of waterway-rel
angling, hire cruising, towpath walk
National Chairman, is a Member
Parliament - John Parker and Tony
House.
Our Chairman, David Wain, ran a |
operates the Canal Museum and Inter
The brief for the Council and the e)
authority to tackle most waterway rel:
canals which are at present closed |
fostering the interest of local authorit
local canal user bodies to progre
development.
For example: Scotland’s major lowlz
Union Canal, were the subject of a 」
recreational potential, particularly in |
pursued, enabling voluntary assistance
long term full restoration possibility nc
Board.
We are all aware that the 150 to ⑳0problems. In the case of the Caledonia
were able to meetall parties and form
reopening of the Canal, particularly
concern to the Minister to secure the
year.
Conserving asfar as is practical the ori
IWAAC and with our role of a statu
machinery oflocal authority planning,
authorities and the Board, to ensure tha
of any canalside environment. But it
contact us as early as possible to discuss
The Government has been unhappy for
Waterways Board and since the formati
that the future of the Board lies in the cl
Many readers will have seen the recent
BWB to the new National Water Au
ultimate position in the Industry.
IWACC, along with the INA and other
disruptive effects of the proposed chang
waterway users are guaranteed by the G
contemplated.
Our wide range of interests, together v
Board, put us in a unique position, not
to take a statesmanlike attitude to many
to pay for the backlog of maintenance or
We are considering the White Paper fo
Nationalised Industries which are at press
the next stages of the Government’s prop
Ourbasic view is that there is no hard evi
Board is necessary but if it is inevitable t
. diminished, and a firm basis for developn
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We are always pleased to hear from any of the Association’s members and branches on any

Grand opening of the P

matter where you feel that ‘they’ have let you down. Remember that IWAAC is a
‘sounding board’ and frequently also a catalyst to get things moving between the
Government, the Board and the user. IWAAC makes sure that the users’ views are not
Michael Render,
forgotten or ignored in the corridors of power.

The Pirate Castle in Camden which +
so was opened on Saturday 15 Octobs
The sun smiled upon the castle as T
Gillet stepped onto the drawbridge |
Major proclaimed the Pirate Castle c
unveiled.
Adding much colour and excitement
Century King’s Army ‘The Sealed Kn
But the day really belonged to the c
canoe races and generally acting pirati
After much yo-ho-hoing and shiver-rr
the sun wasstill smiling upon the castl

Secretary to IWAAC.

200 Year Trousers!
“A stitch in time...” intoned Mother as she whipped the trousers away from her offspring to
sew up the beginnings of a split in the backside. No, not a children's story, but a
metamorphosed canal authority who used to employ mencalled lengthsmen whose job was
to carry outthesilly little day to day maintenance works that would eventually save the
company thousands of pounds.
That loose towpath walling brick, if it were put back NOW with a handful of mortar,
would save rebuilding the complete length in a years's time. Unfortunately, water, when

there is any in the canal, gets behind brickwork and washes it out. This process is
accelerated as boats leave behind them bigger and bigger waves, partly due to the
shallowness of the sides of the canal, and partly due to speed and hull shape - thus
deterioration is constantly speeding up, by some kind geometric pregression. The small
jobs are done, which lead to bigger jobs, wash from badly handled or unsuitable craft
make the bigger jobs yet bigger, the resultant shallownéss of the canal exaggerates the
effect of a passing boat's wash...and so on
As our canals approach (or pass) their Bi-Centenary, we must acknowledge that they are
old and wizened, and need £60m spent on them to return them to reasonable condition -

neglect by successive companies and governments, why should Jim’s merry men change
now?

④⑨

this is certainly not much when one considersthe deficit of the railways, and balances the
earnings from tourism against any investment made, but after a century and a half of

I do not intend to answer that one - twenty odd years of IWA campaigning have already

done so. If Mr Callaghan & Co are not listening, then you the member should shout so that
he hears, do not leave it to a handful of willing folk who are flogging themselves to death to
provide a platform for you! I was asked to write about 200 years of decay in the physical
sense, but beyond what I have said above, the history books provide quite enough evidence
of that. I want to be more positive.
A look at the Montgomery canal will show that a cut without motor boats still suffers
decay, but to nothing like the extent of the majority of canals. The Mont. was abandoned in
1942 having only had horse boats on it and thus is, to some extent, fossilised history.
Doubtless, as motor boats start to cruise there in the (hopefully) forseeable future, its
banks will also end up in the bottom of the cut. However, the current proposal for the
restoration of the Frankton-Queens Head section consists in the main of rebuilding long

lengths of the bank with sheet piling, thus the silt problem would be defeated once and for
all except for reservoir and land drainage sediment. If we could apply this to the whole of
the system, I would suggest that many of the problems would be solved.
The Frankel Report is unlikely ever to be published, as no doubt, it would .be too
embarrasing for government, but | assume that the most recent figure for backlog of
maintence (£60m) concerns dredging and general reinstatement of works. If you add to this

piling say 2000 miles of waterway both sided, it is my guess that it could be done for sbout
£150m. Hey presto - fully working, low maintenance canals for less than the ANNUAL
British Rail deficit of a few years ago!
Mike Day
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The Lord Mayor «

Slopalong Placidly?
The splendid injunction to slop along |
day on the Grand Union Canal. It was [

by the time the stern of the said vessel (
the stern of Yaffle II, which was heac
unable to keep a straight face. He yaffle
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Far be it from me to deliver sermons based on texts, but I will write a few words prompted
by this delightful boat name, to the originators of which I give thanks. Unfortunately some
of us cannot slop along as placidly as we would wish. A letter to the Editor, for instance,
published in the last issue of Windlass, expressed displeasure at my writings which decry
the transfer of heavy freight from water to the road. His call is similar to a slogan heard
locally in the recent GLC election campaign: ‘Stop bashing the motorist’.
I am glad to say that the public and private comments by some of those concerned with
transport in the new GLC are more enlightened that the slogan would suggest, and we may
indeed be able to put it down as an example of electioneering zeal not to be too closely scrutinized when it comes to policies. The truth is of course that motorists have been bashing
non-motorists for years, they have ruined many inner cities and made pedestrians secondclass citizens required to continually duck under roads, climb over them, run for their lives
across them and be fumigated by the vehicles on them as an added insult. Go to Birmingham, or the Elephant and Castle, and consider whether that, magnified many times, represents the environment you wish to live in.
The previous GLC was trying to shift the balance towards a less unfair treatment of the individuals living and working in London. I feel, and have reason to believe, that the present
GLC will understand the logic of this. They were defeated in 1973, after all, largely on the
issue of whether London wanted and needed the Motorway Box. Londoners decided they

didn’t, and I doubt that they have changed their minds.
The correspondent previously referred to will ask what right I have as chairman of your
Inland Shipping Committee to raise matters like this? One reason is that your Inland Shipping Committee feels as strongly about it as I do. This is, I submit, sufficient. However, regarding the inland shipping campaign, there are technical reasons which override

sentiment. These matters cut right across party politics and to the best of my knowledge
both ISG and your SE Region ISC are made up of a thorough mixture of lefts and rights
and middle-of-the-cannallers. This is indeed a most interesting situation which suggests
that our traditional political polarities do not represent a real divide in opinion any more. I
sometimes think that a better distinction would be between those who believe in long-term
policies, gradual change, respect for tradition, traditional values and environment, respect
for the individual (a leftish idea) and freedom for the individual (a rightish one), versus the

get-rich-quick, the me-first, the I-like-noise-so-you’ll-have-to-put-up-with-it-too, the I’vea-car-that’ll-do-120-so-you’ll-have-to-risk-getting-killed-by-it, and lastly the I've-got-aroad-haulage-business-so-let’s-fill-in-that-canal.
This lastly brings us to the Roads Lobby, and the rather serious matter that if we, as our
correspondent would wish, cease to put the case for transfer of goods from roads to water
and rail, the Roads Lobby will continue to argue and cajole for the reverse. | have been
assured that the Road Lobby is pressing very hard indeed for major new roads in London.
The argument then will be (and is already) ‘‘since we’ll have these new roads let's use them
for heavy freight as well as cars and save the need for any investment in water and rail”.
Due to the incredible vested interest in roads and the road programme (including the
interest of the highways department in the DOE, not surprisingly since otherwise they are
out of a job), new roads appearas if by act of God. Investment in waterways is subject to
intense nit-picking however, if it even gets as far as any committee able to sanction it. The
criteria applied even then are quite different from those for roads, and grossly unfair to the

waterways.
Finally, don’t you believe the stupid remarks that rail and water cannot take any significant
traffic from the roads. The figures used to justify such comments are pathetic (such as
ignoring the major waterways traffic on non-BWB track, and including private cars and
milk floats when supposedly discussing heavy freight). The future of waterways is what we
make it - given a declared policy to promote waterbourne freight, private enterprise will be
as keen to use it as it is to use the roads. What matters is cheapness and efficiency. The
P.W.
lorry is one of the most expensive and inefficient means of conveying heavy goods.
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Book Reviews
Discovering London’s Canals by Derek
Together Derek and Frances Pratt ha
one sort and another. Discovering Lor
Derek Pratt. It is a neat little paperba
will make it a good pocket guide-book.
—“Lord Snowden's unique aviary soz
book is well worth buying and with it,
knewexisted, just waiting to be explore

Powderbarge by David Wood. Publish
This book is the result of much re

Gunpowder Factory at Waltham Abbe
for interesting reading. I particularly I
readable book. The book is recom
available from David Wood, 20 Walpo
London’s Waterways by Martyn Denn;
’London’s Waterways’ is an excellent a
trade within the present GLC area.
It is interesting but sad to see how eve
like the Grand Surrey Canal and Mac
along with the historical and technical
talking about the ‘Fleet’, Martyn Der
praise by the City, back at the ditch, T
him. The population of London, lack
simply heaving it into the Fleet Channe
Another good point is the photographs
published. The pictures of the Kensing
happens when a canal is abandoned a
ruin. Even today the future of the ‘Ken
Having read the book, I feel that it i
London’s waterways, but who also car
Jeremy Frankel

Your Letters
DearSir,

I do so heartily support Mr Bingham’s
align itself with the Anti-road lobby”.
I originally resisted joining the IWA fo
the need for heavy goods traffic to be
system - a completely impractical and

the IWA became the preservation of th
I should make it plain that I am not ag
dimensions, particularly when use is me
But I completely fail to understand

improved roads. The “anti-road” br
Reading, Newbury, Hungerford, Calne
closure of the M4 to bring the through ①
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By far the grater part of our goods traffic now goes by road. If the amount carried by the
railways were doubled it would make no noticeable difference to the traffic on the roads
(and the railways couldn’t cope with that increase anyway). The carriage of goods by canal
is now so small as to be immaterial to the argument.
Whatis wrong is not the fact that goods go by road, but that the roads are inadequate to
carry them.
Let the IWA carry on the good work of preserving and restoring our existing canals and the
promotion of new modern ones where practical.

Yours faithfully,
(С.1.С. Stevens)

What, No Rover?
Unfortunately because Roveris currently working on the book-of-the-film-of-the-play of
the gossip that shocked a nation (and tweaked the elbows of certain Council members) this
edition’s Rover Column has had to be abandoned, however due to popular and unpopular
demand Rover will be back with us shortly unearthing more facts, figures and information
to spread a little horror amongst those who least like it.
Meanwhile, in order to whet your appetite, exactly what is BWB planning for the Tring
scheme? Is even more money to be spent on the scheme, are the new-style signs so popular
that they want to make some more? Tony Grantham from BWB absolutely denies any
knowledge that anything further is planned on the Tring Scheme and said ‘I would know
wouldn’t I, if there was any more moneyto be spent on the scheme. You mustbelieve me.
Honest.” Of course we believe you Tony, of course we do.

Around the Region

Camden Lock: The inspector of the Pu
permission to Northside properties to
tennent’s scheme.
Social events:
Thursday 17 November: Tony Durant !
Thursday 15 December: Christmas C
singer. Tickets £1.50 (includes two free
15 Brampton Road, East Ham, Londor
Thursday 19 January: Alan Simpson wi
Thursday 16 February: A film show wit
Thursday 16 March: Branch AGM and
Thursday 20 April: Joe Taylor will talk
Thursday 18 May: Peter Beresford will
All the socials are 7.30 for 8pm and the
Ordnance Arms), 79 York Road, Lond
Decentralised meetings: These will agai
Friday 9 December: Dudley Wells will
Canal. This meeting will be held at U:
Middx. (across the canal from the Gene
There will also be decentralised meeting
have not yet been finalised, but will
meeting or from Mike Stimpson - 01-87

Kent & East sussex News
Tuesday 6 December: One of our few 1
‘White Hart’ P.H., Castle Row off Ca
members from the East Kent area hithe
The evening will feature an 8mm film o

London Branch News and Events
The London Branch Committee has been strengthened by the addition of two London
Waterway Recovery Group members, John Clapson and Jeremy Frankel. They will be
responsible to the committee for all aspects of restoration and we hope the London Branch
will be able to make an increased contribution to the restoration scene.
London Ring Campaign Cruise 22-25 March 1978
The Committee has decided against holding a static rally (sorry, water festival) next
year for several reasons the main one being that there is more than one area that needs
publicity and therefore the Branch is organising a Campaign Cruise around the London
Ring. By doing this we feel that we can focus attention on the many under-used waterways
around London. Particular attention will be paid to Paddington Basin where familiar
problems seem to be raising their ugly heads again. Details are still be planned but there will
be an opportunity for non boat-owners to join the cruise. Entry forms will be distributed
later, however they are available from David Wood, 20 Walpole Road, Twickenham,
Middx (01-894 4154 home).
The Branchis initiating a certificate for boats that travel down the Paddington Arm. The
scheme will be launched during the London Ring Campaign Cruise.
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Guildford Branch News é
Forthcoming Meetings:
Friday 25 November: At Centre Halls,
Montgomery Canal Past and Present” |
Friday 27 January: At Centre Halls, W
Legislation’ by John Humphries, C
followed by one ofhis waterways films.
Friday 24 February: At Walford Hall.
“Grand Union Canal”. Joint meeting v
Sunday26 February: At Farncombe Bq
and-Buy Sale and Happening. Please re
and ‘other items for sale’.
Friday 31 March: At Centre Halls, W
Branch, followed by Waterways Films.
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interesting for this showing.
Friday 28 April: Illustrated talk on “The Waterways Restoration Movement” by Roger
Squires with slides of restoration schemes countrywide which have been started or undertaken in recent years. Joint meeting with Surrey and Hants Canal Society. Venue to be
given later.
Lock One Project:
Although successful working parties were held earlier in the year, and the lock chamber
cleaned out, the amount of work available has been very limited in scope. However it
should progress a lot faster once the contractors have built a bywash weir and a new
upstream dam. We can promise more work in the autumn, so please give us your support
again. In particular we must contact, or re-contact, bricklayers who have offered their
services. Please ring Jeff Holman on Woking 64811. Next date November 19/20.
Branch Waterways:
River Wey: Assiduous readers of this column over the years cannot have failed to notice

regular reference to the M25 crossing of the Wey between New Haw and Byfleet. The
route and centre line is now fixed, but the Branch put in an objection to the Crossing Order
and a Public Enquiry was scheduled for September. However in meeting with the National
Trust and the Department of Transport some of our points were met, and it was apparent
that the Department had made good efforts to improve on the design and landscaping and
to minimise at least some of the worst effects of the proposed motorway on the
Navigation. Progress was sufficient to enable us to withdraw our objection. We are left
with a bridge (not a tunnel) crossing, but one that has received the approval of the Royal
Fine Arts Commission! The motorway embankment will be planted, and more importantly
it will incorporate a raised earth bank, between two and three metres in height, between the
road and the Navigation. The new Parvis Road Bridge Crossing will incorporate the
existing water pipe crossing, thus removing at least one eyesore. We are further assured
there will be no interuption to navigation during the period of construction. This may
commence next year.

Considerable inconvenienceis being felt by river users in the Godalming area due to the
erratic operation of sluice gear on private property. It appears that there is an obligation on
the owner of Catteshall Mill to maintain and operate the sluices in the river channel, but
both the National Trust and the boat users complain that this is not being attended to. On
some mornings water has been cascading over around Catteshall Lock to such an extent
that it is obviously eroding the structure. On other occasions boats have been left on the
bottom, with the water level reduced to 9 inches. The National Trust and the Thames
Water Authority seem powerless to exercise better control, and the owners plead poverty.
As part of the Guildford Silver Julilee celebrations, the water meadows were flooded
during June, and course and rowing events were held over them.
Chichester Canals: Nice to be able to report that the local fishing clubs in the Birdham area
are willing to contribute £25,000 over 3 years to dredge the canal to improve the prospects
for their sport. They are also organising a working party to clear vegetation. This does raise
very interesting points:- 1) In general could fishermen elsewhere afford to pay for their
sport, with the incentive of getting better returns? 2) Havefishing clubs on other presently
unnavigable (or barely navigable) canals been approached to contribute towards a dredging
programme? 3) Are fishermen only prepared to dredge out a canal where they know that
boats users (or rather, a few unthoughtful ones) will not create wash that will erode the
banks and silt it up again?.
Fund Raising:
S
Do we have any members, please, who would be prepared to offer their services to organise
local fund-raising events within their immediate area. Any volunteers please to the
Secretary, and we can put them in touch with other members living near them, whom they
could approach for assistance.
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Working Parties
To date our working parties on Basing
which is now dammed top and bottom,
a short brick wall and commences rem
clearence above and below it. Please :
follows:Saturday & Sunday 19/20 November: (I
Sunday 11 December
Sunday 15 January
Sunday 19 February
Sunday 19 March
Working in the immediate future will ir
of the bywash, installng stop plank gro
is very welcome to attend and help.

building skills, or anyone who can offer

and it has not been taken up, it is possit

you would contact either of the Joint P
Dick Harper-White (Weybridge 42074)
date, and what remains to be done, the:

working parties!
Reading Festival
Over 400 boats attended this years Nati
first time a National has been held
themselves, and even the organisers, so!

Saturday proved to be the best day, wit!
variety of entertainment. These inclu
spectacular and a hot air ballon. Guildf
Dip, and Bottle Stall, both of which di
Bridge were packed later in the evenin
display. This lit up the river for over a n
Despite the poor weather on the Sunda
to visit the site, and the entertainments,
Before and after the Festival many vis
Canal, keeping the lock-keeper at Bla
Festival focused attention on the amer
waterways which the £1000 profit will h

Hertfordshire Branch Ne

Meetings are held on the last Wedn

December, at the Beehive P.H., Beehi
All meetings commence at 8pm.
Wednesday 30 November: Malcolm B
Boats - their history and traffic’.
Wednesday 14 December: Branch So
refreshments & entertainments availabl
1978 Programme
Wednesday 25 January: Talk by Mr O |
Wednesday 22 February: Annual Gener
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Wednesday 29 March: Illustrated talk on the Canal du Midi by Mr. J. Taphouse. (This
meeting will be held in conjunction with the Grand Union Canal Society at Rickmansworth
Hockey Club)
Wednesday 26 April: To be arranged.
Wednesday 31 May: Talk on the training of novices in boat handling techniques to the

R.Y.A. standard by Chris Cove-Smith
Wednesday 28 June: To be arranged.
Boxmoor Jubilee Rally of Boats

Banbury: Meetings are held on the Tue

Banbury.
Tuesday 29 November: Illustrated tal
Simpson.
December: No Meetings

Buckinghamshire: Meetings will be he
Old Amersham, Bucks. 8.00pm. - 10.0(
Thursday 24 November: Members Slid

This event, which was held at Hemel Hempstead on 10 & 11 September, was a very
successful venture. About 7,000 members of the public attended on the site over the
weekend besides the considerable number who passed by on the towpath or merely
‘gongoozelled’. Nearly 100 boats were moored including trip-boats which were kept very

busy. Hire Boats were the subject of much attention from the public as was the floating art
gallery and the N.B. Belfast which is owned by the Dacorum Narrow Boat Project. The
Project jointly organised the Rally and the proceeds, estimated at about £1,000, will be
shared between the Project and the IWA.
The Branch publicity stand and Sales table were manned at the Rally and attracted a lot of
interest, as did the Branch’s ‘Hot Wheels’ amusement stall. All helped to make the
weekend a pleasant and successful one and the Branch Committee is very grateful to those

members who gave so much time and energy without which the Rally would have founded.
(Long-suffering wives and families are also thanked!)
Lecture Panel
The Branch Lecture Panel organisers, Trevor Taylor, has already arranged several speakers
for the winter season. Most requests for talks to clubs and organisations can be met where
these involve an evening meeting but Trevor has difficulty in finding speakers for
afternoon venues. There may be retired (or unemployed) members who would be prepared
to give a few hours of their free time to help publicise the IWA and any interested member
should contact Trevor at 338 Grace Way, Stevenage (51623).

Oxford Branch News & Events
On the 2 July the Oxford Branch held a very sucessful Barbecue and Barn Dance at Thrupp, in
which nearly 300 people attended. This raised the sum of £230 for the Branch, which we
were very pleased with. I would like to pass on the thanks from the Branch to all those
involved in making it such a success. We have already booked the Barn for a similar event

next year.
Following the Appeal on Granada Television’s ‘Reports Action’ Programme, 13 people
went from Oxford to the Thames and Severn Canalsite at the other Thrupp, and joined

Mike Ayland and Co in their near impossible task of re-opening the Canal.
We were most impressed with their enthusiasm, and a few of the Oxford crowd have
offered to go and help them again later in the year.
We have just finalised our Programme until the end of the year, and it goes as follows:Oxford: Meetings are held on the Second Wednesday of each month at 8.00pm. All the
meetings are held in the Morris Radiators Sports & Social Club, Frenchay Road, Oxford.
(Unless otherwise stated).
Wednesday 14 December: A Wine & Cheese Evening, with guests Mike & Sarah Lucas of
the Mikron Theatre Company. A charge of 75p per head will be made for this meeeting.
Tickets will be available before-hand.
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Chelmsford Branch New
All meetings commence at 8pm and ar
Chelmsford.
Thursday 8 December: C J Stokes ta
(This meeting will be in Committee roo
Thursday 12 January: Ian Beattie (a me
the water come from and where does it
Thursday 9 February: Annual General
Thursday 9 March: Lyn Adamstalking
Thursday 13 April: John H Boyestalki
180th Anniversary of the Opening of T
For the first time for 4 years a comme
Navigation into the centre of Chelmsf

normally used for pleasure hire but o
penetrated up the river to Kings Head
construction of the waterways to Cheln
It was in the summer of 1797 that the
arrived at Chelmsford Basin. It was ow
in the town and the barge was the first
next 150 years.
On Saturday August 6th, ‘‘Rennie’’ - n
waterway, cruised upstream from its ba
less regularly used section of the waterw
Barnes Mill vandals had removed part €
operated, whilst upstream weed growth
members of the crew for much of the I:
been made to tow “Rennie” for the fin
old traditional way, becomingthefirst |
On arrival at the sluices, the boats x
Chelmsford Sea Cadets, who piped a
Branch of the Inland Waterways Ass
They were welcomed ashored by Cou
District Council in a brief speech, Mr
Canal as an amenity of Chelmsford anc
into Chelmsford.
Providing a touch of the early days o
traditional clothes of Georgian times.
these were somewhat bedraggled the re:
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Public Service Announcement
Have you ever thought ‘I must try that Waterways Recovery Group one of these days’, but
then thought that you didn’t like the idea of spending an entire weekend with a group of
strangers. If so, we would like to see you in the ship bar (if it’s open, if not we will be in the
shovel bar) of the Ship and Shovel, Craven Street, London WC2 (straight through the
arches at Charing Cross) on Wednesday 7 December, 8pm onwards. In order to identify us
simply look for Waterway Recovery Group/Deepcut Dig Badges and Navvies magazine.
See you there,
John and friends from South East WRG.

Mikronites Read on!
The Mikron Theatre Company have just finished their 1977 tour and by all accounts it has
been one of their most successful. If you have trouble getting through those long winter
evenings why not buy a copy of their record ‘Last Run’, it’s packed with your favourite
songs from shows ancient and modern.
If the thought of spending winter without seeing Mikron depresses you here’s some news to
warm the cockles of your heart. Several ex-members of Mikron are actively involved in the
Covent Garden Community Theatre, which is a theatre company that tours pubs around
Covent Garden. After having seen a couple of their shows I can promise that the standard
of their work is truly amazing. Time out magazine usually carries their tour dates. Don’t
miss them!

Small Ads
Weekend Breakaway Ideas . . . River Wey. Off-Season Narrow Boat Charter on centrally
heated craft. Week/weekends. Why not Christmas afloat? Also weekend courses in narrow
boat handling. Tel Guildford Boathouse, (0483) 36186 for brochure.
Cosy, FRIENDLY holidays with Bridgewater Boats of Berkhamsted. Our fleet is small

enough to enable us to offer you continuous, caring and reliable service throughout the
year. Phone for a chat - 04427 3615 or drop us a line for our colour brochure. Mike and

Lindy Foster, Bridgewater Boats, Castle Wharf, Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire.
Monthly Waterways Lectures through the winter at Sutton College of Liberal Arts. Ring
01-643 0142 for details.
Are you worried about the decline of traditions on our canal system? Do you want to do

something POSITIVE about it? If so write to me and let’s initiate a Canal Traditions
Society. Geoff Terrill, 21 Albert Street, Tring, Hertfordshire.
Norman 23 GRP Canal Cruiser, 2/3 berth, fully equipped, ready to cruise. 25hp electric

start Crescent outboard. Buying bigger boat, must sell. Bargain £1,900 ono. Ring 01-300
0258 evenings.
DISCOVER ENGLAND! Cruise the rivers and canals of Southern and Central England

Mukusuus

INLAND WATERWAYSInsurance Scheme: for immediate telephone quotations/coverage with Lloyds Underwriters. Phone: 01-778 0161. St Margarets Insurances Ltd, 153 High
Street, London SE20 7DL.

u

from our bases at Iver (Bucks) or Thurmaston (Leics). Choose from over twenty 2/8 berth
luxuriously fitted steel narrow boats. Every convenience: shower, fridge, running H & C
water, TV. GUARANTEED PRICES WITH ABSOLUTELY NO EXTRAS. Free brochure: High Line Yachting, Mansion Lane, Iver, Bucks. Tel: Iver (0753) 651496.

